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ABSTRACT

Automated driving is an emerging technology in the automotive industry which will likely
lead to significant changes in transportation systems. As automated driving technology is
still in early stages of implementation in vehicles, it is important yet difficult to understand
the nature of these changes. Previous research indicates that autonomous vehicles offer
numerous benefits to highway traffic, but their impact on traffic in urban scenarios with
mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic is less understood.

This research addresses this issue by using microscopic traffic simulation to develop un-
derstanding of how traffic dynamics change as autonomous vehicle penetration rate varies.
Manually driven and autonomous vehicles are modeled in a simulation environment with dif-
ferent behavioral models obtained from the literature. Mixed traffic is simulated in a simple
network featuring traffic flowing through an isolated signalized intersection. The green phase
length, autonomous vehicle penetration rate, and demand rate are varied. We observe an
increase in network capacity and a decrease in average delay as autonomous vehicle penetra-
tion rate is increased. Using the results of the simulation experiments, an existing analytical
network queueing model is formulated to model mixed autonomous and non-autonomous
urban traffic. Results from the analytical model are compared to those from simulation in
the small network and the Lausanne city network, and they are found to be consistent.

Thesis Supervisor: Carolina Osorio Pizano
Title: Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As vehicles of increasing levels of automation and autonomy begin to make their way onto

roadways, the need to understand what impacts they will have on transportation systems

grows. While the development of new automated vehicle technologies has been rapid, re-

search into their potential impacts in urban environments and the preparedness of cities and

transportation planners has lagged behind. Several companies such as Google [1] and Uber [2]

have tested autonomous vehicles on public roadways, with Google self-driving cars having

logged over 1.8 million miles [1]. Tesla made public in 2015 an Autopilot feature which allows

their Model S vehicles to control acceleration, braking, steering, and lane changing [3]. In

contrast, only 6% of major US cities' transportation plans considered the effects of driverless

technologies in 2015 [4].

Automated driving can refer to a wide range of self-driving capabilities. The National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has developed a classification system that

allows for specificity when referring to automated vehicles [5]. This classification system

begins at Level 1, at which some individual vehicle controls, such as stability control or

braking, are automated. It ends at Level 4, at which point the vehicle is able to manage all

safety-critical functions entirely on its own without requiring a human driver at all. Although

Level 4 automated vehicles remain somewhat futuristic at this point, vehicles at Levels 2 and

3, in which the driver is able to rely solely on the vehicle for a large portion of safety-critical

functions, are readily being tested at the present. Although these vehicles are not truly

autonomous as they do not act independently, we will refer to vehicles at Level 2 and higher

as autonomous vehicles for the rest of the paper, as this is the term that has entered the

common lexicon.

When these autonomous vehicles become widely available to the public, they are likely

to drive much differently than humans do. One of the major promises of automated driving

is the potential to improve safety by sharply reducing collision rates. Of the 6.1 million

reported vehicle collisions in 2014, over 90% are attributed to driver error [6]. Other features

of autonomous vehicles may include reduced reaction times and control strategies which lead
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to more stable traffic and other benefits [7]. In the near term, autonomous vehicles will likely

share the roadways with human drivers, requiring consideration of the traffic patterns re-

sulting from mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic. Differences in driving patterns

and the interactions between autonomous and human-driven vehicles will mean that traffic

featuring autonomous vehicles will behave differently than traffic existing today, potentially

triggering changes in traffic management strategies.

Microscopic traffic simulation is a valuable tool to develop understanding of the behav-

ior of this mixed traffic and how this behavior changes as the proportion of autonomous

vehicles increases, thus accounting for a wide range of possible scenarios for the adoption of

autonomous vehicles. Although much attention has been paid to traffic simulation experi-

ments in highway scenarios, research detailing these patterns is lacking in the urban context.

As cities prepare to make infrastructure investments for their future, they are put at risk by

lacking this knowledge. It is thus imperative to understand the impacts that autonomous

vehicles have on urban traffic for the purpose of developing improved traffic management

strategies.

In this thesis, we outline the results of simulation experiments which inform our under-

standing of how traffic dynamics change as autonomous vehicle penetration increases within

a network. These insights are used to formulate an analytical queueing network model which

can be used to estimate the average travel time of traffic within an urban network featuring a

mixture of autonomous and non-autonomous traffic. In the future, this analytical model can

be incorporated into a simulation-based optimization framework to inform transportation

planners and researchers on the impacts that different traffic management strategies will

have as autonomous vehicles are introduced into urban environments.

In chapter 2, we examine existing literature on the simulation of autonomous vehicles,
and observed traffic impacts in urban and freeway scenarios. We then present in chapter 3

an overview of the implementation of autonomous vehicles in our simulation experiments.

The results of experiments which simulate a mixture of autonomous and manually driven

vehicles in urban traffic environments are presented. We simulate flow through a signalized

intersection on a one-lane road under various signal timing schemes and observe the impact

of autonomous vehicle penetration rate and traffic flow on throughput and travel time. In

chapter 4, the results of the simulation experiments are used to formulate an analytical

model which estimates average travel time by representing the road network as a series of

queues. This queueing model is evaluated via comparison to simulation results to judge

its applicability. This comparison is performed both for the simple network described in
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Chapter 3, as well as for a large-scale city network in Lausanne, Switzerland. Finally, in

Chapter 5, we discuss the results of this work and outline future steps we plan to take in

using the formulation and the analytical model to solve traffic optimization problems.

This thesis is a continuation of previous research by Bailey, Osorio, Antunes, and Vas-

concelos presented at the Mobil.TUM 2015 International Scientific Conference on Mobility

and Transport in an article entitled "Designing traffic management strategies for mixed ur-

ban traffic environments with both autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles" [8]. That

article presents a literature review of existing work in this field, as well as the design and

results of the simulation experiments presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. This thesis up-

dates and elaborates upon the literature review and simulation work presented in that paper

in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively, as well as presenting novel work in the formulation of an

analytical network queueing model in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Existing Work

2.1 Behavioral Models of Autonomous Vehicles

In order to accurately simulate autonomous vehicles, we must first develop ways to model

the driving behavior they exhibit. The driving behavior of vehicles in microscopic traffic

simulation is governed by several functions, including car following, lane changing, and gap

acceptance. Car following behavioral models govern the longitudinal. speed and acceleration

of a vehicle, controlling the gap between a vehicle and the vehicle directly ahead of it. Lane

changing and gap acceptance models control the vehicle's lane changing logic, determining

when it is acceptable to change lanes and how to do so.

Car following in autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles is currently the subject

of much development and research. Adaptive cruise control (ACC) systems are currently

being implemented in vehicles by manufacturers and researchers [9, 10] as an automated

driver assistance tool to allow drivers to relinquish longitudinal control of their vehicle and

focus only on steering. While fully autonomous vehicles may also control the steering, the

longitudinal control may be modeled similarly.

ACC systems use radar and other sensing technologies to determine the leading vehicle's

distance and speed, and translate this information into acceleration and braking commands

which are delivered to the vehicle by a controller. Ntousakis et al. [11] provide a thorough

review of existing ACC models and recent developments in the field.

Cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) is a further extension of ACC that supple-

ments information gathered by the vehicle's own sensors with telecommunication systems

that allow connected vehicles to exchange information wirelessly. This provides a vehicle

equipped with CACC with more information about the vehicle it is following, provided that

vehicle is also equipped with compatible telecommunication systems. It also is able to com-

municate and engage in complex maneuvers, such as forming platoons with other CACC

vehicles [12]. Alternatively, CACC vehicles may connect to and receive information from
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infrastructure, resulting in vehicle-to-infrastructure (V21) systems rather than vehicle-to-

vehicle (V2V).

2.2 Microscopic Traffic Simulation

Of particular interest is the impact that vehicles equipped with different ACC and CACC

systems have on traffic characteristics. Understanding the characteristics of traffic which

contains a mix of autonomous and manually driven vehicles. The literature regarding these

impacts seems to contain three main categories of simulated scenarios: single lane highways,
multiple lane highways, and ring roads.

Many researchers have simulated ACC and CACC vehicles on single lane highways to

observe how an increase in the penetration rate of these semi-autonomous vehicles affects

traffic dynamics. Simulations which use variations of the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)

proposed by Treiber et al. [13] have found that if 30% of traffic is made up of ACC vehicles,
delays created by rush hour traffic at an on-ramp can be eliminated [14]. With ACC vehicles

using a car-following model proposed by Wang and Rajamani [15], Ntousakis et al. found

that with desired time gaps less than 1.1 seconds, highway capacity increased linearly with

the penetration rate of ACC vehicles [11]. However, for desired time gaps of 1.5 seconds or

more, capacity decreased as ACC penetration rate increased.

Shladover et al. [10] simulated a one-lane highway with a mix of ACC vehicles, CACC

vehicles with V2V communication, and manually driven vehicles. Time gap settings for

ACC and CACC vehicles were chosen to match the settings chosen by human passengers in

previous field tests [16]. 31% of the ACC vehicles used a 2.2 second time gap, 18.5% used a

1.6 second time gap, and 50.4% used a 1.1 second time gap. For CACC vehicles, the time

gaps were much lower: 12% used a 1.1 second time gap, 7% used a 0.9 second time gap,
and 57% used a 0.6 second time gap. Simulations demonstrated that with these settings,
increased penetration rate of CACC equipped vehicles had significant impacts on traffic flow.

For CACC penetration rates above 50%, a statistically significant increase in lane capacity

was observed. When all vehicles were equipped with CACC, the lane capacity approximately

doubled from the baseline 2,000 vehicles per hour to roughly 4,000. The penetration rate of

ACC vehicles, however, had little effect on traffic flow.

Multi-lane highway simulations are more complicated due to the interactions created

by lane changing. Using an enhanced IDM with a constant-acceleration heuristic used in
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non-critical situations, simulations of a multiple-lane highway demonstrated that vehicles

using this car following model could improve traffic flow and recovery from traffic break-

downs.Maximum traffic flow was increased by 0.3% and the outflow from traffic jams was

increased 0.24% per 1% increase in the proportion of ACC vehicles on the roadway [9].

Arnaout and Arnaout [17] simulated a multi-lane highway with a mix of CACC vehicles

and manually driven ones. At low levels of vehicle flow reflecting moderate traffic, there

was found to be no statistically significant difference between cases with varying amounts of

CACC vehicles. In heavy traffic conditions, however, an increase in CACC vehicles was found

to lead to a significant increase in traffic flow. However, for CACC penetration rates of less

than 40%, the effect was minimal. Van Arem et al. similarly found that low penetrations of

CACC below 40% had little effect on traffic characteristics, but found that higher penetration

rates were able to improve traffic stability and throughput in the presence of a lane drop

from five to four lanes [18].

Simulations on enclosed ring roads are designed to observe the creation of traffic jams

due to the effects of car-following and variations in speed. Jerath and Brennan [19] modeled

ACC systems by using the GM fourth model [20], which parameterizes drivers' sensitivities

to external stimuli with a parameter a, where higher values of a correspond to faster reaction

times. The authors modeled human drivers with a = 0.4 and ACC-equipped vehicles with

a = 0.7, and experiments showed that the critical density at which traffic jams form increases

as ACC penetration increases, although it also becomes more sensitive to an increase in

human-driven vehicles. Ntousakis et al. found that higher penetration of ACC vehicles led

to more stable traffic on ring roads by reducing the intensity and quantity of congestion

waves [11].

Based on the literature regarding microscopic traffic simulation of ACC and CACC

vehicles, it seems that the introduction of autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles has

positive impacts on highway traffic flow and lane capacity. Across many different studies

making different assumptions about car-following behavior, lane changing behavior, and

connectedness, there is a common trend showing that increased penetration of autonomous

vehicles leads to increased capacity and flow. However, the question of how autonomous

vehicles may impact traffic in urban conditions is still an open question, as the majority of

the literature we are aware of has focused on simulations of highway conditions.

In contrast to the abundance of car following models, lane changing and gap acceptance

models for the simulation of autonomous vehicles are not as developed. The tactical decisions
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required for lane changing are complex to model and computationally intensive to solve,
especially compared to the operational level decisions required for car following [21]. Many

intelligent systems have been developed to control lane changing decisions, including the use

of neural networks [22], dynamic probabilistic networks [23], and game theoretic approaches

[24], though few of these approaches have been applied to microscopic traffic simulation.

Although agent-based models of the driving behavior of autonomous vehicles are com-

mon, large-scale analytical models that represent mixed autonomous traffic in large trans-

portation systems are more scarce. Research by Bose and Ioannou focuses on analytical

descriptions of highway traffic which includes semi-automated vehicles [25]. This research

formulates the flow-density diagram of a highway with 100% semi-automated vehicle traffic

in an analytical manner, and also models stop-and-go traffic in a mixed traffic scenario with

an M/M/1 queue to determine the average delay experienced. They find that the presence

of semi-automated vehicles results in greater traffic flow rate for the same traffic density, and

reduces the average delay experienced by vehicles.

Levin and Boyles [26] developed a formulation for a multiclass cell transmission model

with mixed autonomous and human traffic based on a collision avoidant car following model,
and analysis indicated that as autonomous vehicles penetration rate increases, the capacity

of a roadway increases. The findings from these analytical formulations are similar to the

simulation results discussed above.

Overall, the literature regarding mixed traffic featuring both autonomous and human-

driven vehicles provides a thorough examination of the simulation of this traffic in highway

scenarios. Through the use of a variety of ACC and CACC models representing the behav-

ior of autonomous vehicles, these experiments mostly indicate that increasing penetration of

autonomous vehicles on highways results in positive impacts on traffic patterns. Addition-

ally, some research into analytical models of mixed highway traffic points towards the same

conclusions. However, the literature does not provide many examples of simulations which

incorporate different lane-changing or other driving behaviors into autonomous vehicles. It

also fails to cover the topic of how mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic in urban

environments behaves.
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Chapter 3

Simulation Experiments

3.1 Introduction

Microscopic traffic simulation is a valuable tool to gain an understanding of the behavior

of mixed traffic involving both autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles. In this chapter,

we detail the results of experiments using microscopic traffic simulation, conducted with

the simulation software Aimsun (version 8.0) [27], to model the impact that the addition

of autonomous vehicles has on urban traffic. These experiments focus on traffic flowing

through a signalized intersection, an important feature in understanding the behavior of

traffic in urban environment. An understanding of how autonomous vehicles impact the

traffic dynamics of signalized intersections will provide insight into their impact on urban

traffic as a whole.

These simulation experiments model a small network with traffic consisting of a mix

of autonomous vehicles and manually driven ones. The two types of vehicles obey differing

behavioral models which reflect the differences in driving between autonomous vehicles and

manually driven ones. This chapter first details the behavioral models used in these sim-

ulations. Next, an overview of the simulation experiments is provided, and the results are

presented and discussed.

3.2 Behavioral Models

In order to use microscopic traffic simulation to develop an understanding of mixed au-

tonomous and non-autonomous urban traffic, each class of vehicle must be designated be-

havioral models to govern their driving behavior in the simulator. These models should be

as representative of reality as possible, both for autonomous and manual vehicles, so as to

yield accurate understanding of traffic dynamics and to benefit future work which aims to

inform the decisions of actual urban traffic management.
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Behavioral models for human-driven vehicles are well-researched and can be compared to

a wealth of data taken from the field to investigate accuracy [28,29]. By contrast, analytical

behavioral models for autonomous vehicles are more speculative, and it is difficult to assess

their accuracy as there is limited data from field tests of autonomous vehicles in urban

traffic. Because of this, the behavioral models used for autonomous vehicle in this research

are selected from those present in the literature based on assumptions and reasoning made by

the author which will be explained in detail below. In the future, more detailed, field-tested

models may become available, which can be used within this framework to gain a better

understanding of urban traffic management with autonomous vehicles.

3.2.1 Manually Driven Vehicles

In these simulation experiments, manually driven vehicles were represented by vehicles which

use the default car-following model implemented in Aimsun [30], which is based on the Gipps

model [31] and accounts for local variables such as the speed limit of the roadway, the vehicle's

acceptance of the speed limit, and the speed of cars in adjacent lanes. This car-following

model has been demonstrated to accurately reflect driving behavior gathered in field studies

when compared to other commonly used models in microscopic traffic simulators [28,29].

The Gipps model dictates that the maximum speed of vehicle i during the time interval

(t, t + T) is the minimum of the following two equations:

Va (i, t + T) = V (i, t) + 2.5a (i) T 1 - V (i, + ') (3.1)
V* (i) V* (i)

V(it+T) =d(i)T+

V (i-
d (i)2 T2 - d(i) 2[x (i- , t) - s(i - ) - x(i, t)] - V(i, t) T- .(3.2)

d' (i - 1)

Equation 3.1 defines Va, the vehicle's velocity during the following time step during the

following time step if there are no obstacles preventing its acceleration. V (i, t) is the speed of

vehicle i at time t, V* (i) is vehicle i's desired speed, which depends on the driver's preference

and the speed limit of the road section, a (i) is vehicle i's maximum possible deceleration,
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and T is the reaction time in seconds. The acceleration in a time step decreases as the vehicle

approaches its desired speed.

Equation 3.2 defines V1, the upper bound of speed that the vehicle is able to travel

while safely avoiding a crash if the leading vehicle begins to decelerate. d (i) is the maximum

deceleration desired by vehicle i (d (i) < 0), x (i, t) is the position of vehicle i at time t,

x (i - 1, t) is the position of the leading vehicle (i - 1), s (i - 1) is the leading vehicle's

length, and d' (i - 1) is the vehicle's estimation of the leading vehicle's desired deceleration.

The actual velocity that the vehicle takes at the next time step is the minimum of V and

Vb.

3.2.2 Autonomous Vehicles

As discussed previously, the choice of behavioral models to represent automated driving

in the simulation environment requires many assumptions because of the uncertainty of

how autonomous vehicles will behave when introduced in urban environments in the real

world. This research focuses on vehicles with Level 2 or 3 of automation using NHTSA's

classification [5], where the driver can fully cede control of acceleration and braking to the

vehicle, but will need to control the vehicle to change lanes and perform other tasks. This is

largely because of a scarcity of models for autonomous lane changing in microscopic traffic

simulation, meaning that we have no basis to predict how autonomous vehicles may behave

differently than manually-driven ones in this regard. The autopilot feature in the Tesla

Model S, one of the most sophisticated automated driving features widely available today,
operates somewhere between Levels 2 and 3 in the NHTSA classification system [32] but is

not designed for use in urban areas [3]. Thus, these assumptions about urban automated

driving seem reasonable for vehicles deployed in the near future.

Additionally, we make the assumption that these semi-automated vehicles feature no

connectivity or communication with other vehicles or infrastructure. Assuming no connec-

tivity reduces the number of assumptions which we make regarding the nature of automated

driving. Connected vehicles may be capable of complex maneuvers such as platooning [12]

and enhanced merging [18] which make it difficult to predict exactly how connected au-

tonomous vehicles may behave once implemented in roadways. Because the exact mechanics

of connected autonomous driving are still the subject of research and debate, limiting this re-

search to the scope of unconnected vehicles allows it to reflect more accurately the near-term

impacts of automated driving in urban environments.
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To represent the acceleration and braking behavior of autonomous vehicles in this re-
search, we use the Enhanced Intelligent Driver Model (EIDM) proposed by Kesting et al. [9]

which combines the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM), originally used to represent human driv-

ing, with a constant-acceleration heuristic to use in non-critical braking situations. This can

occur, for example, when a car changes lanes in front of the vehicle, causing the gap to be

less than desired.

The IDM dictates the acceleration of the vehicle using the following equations:

aIDM (s, V, AV)= a - - (S (v V (3.3)

vo v

s* (v, Av) =so + vT + (3.4)
2Vab

This equation calculates the acceleration of an EIDM-equipped vehicle given values of

the gap distance s, the velocity of the EIDM vehicle v, and the difference in velocities between

it and the leading vehicle, Av. The parameters are as follows: vo is the desired speed of the

IDM vehicle, T is the desired time gap, so is the jam distance, a is the maximum acceleration,
b is the desired deceleration, and 6 is the free acceleration exponent.

Equation 3.4 finds the desired safe gap distance s* (v, Av) between the EIDM vehicle

and the leading vehicle. Equation 3.3 then combines an acceleration strategy for an open

road with a braking strategy if the actual gap distance is smaller than this desired safe gap.

In addition to this, the EIDM incorporates a constant-acceleration heuristic (CAH) which

changes the braking strategy in non-critical situations where the IDM may have a tendency

to overreact to actual gap distances which are shorter than desired. This heuristic is used

as an indicator which informs the EIDM-equipped vehicle whether a braking situation is

critical or not, and adjusts the IDM acceleration accordingly.

The CAH uses as inputs the gap distance s, the EIDM vehicle's speed v, the leading

vehicle's speed v1 , and the leading vehicle's acceleration a1 . The accelerations given by the

CAH and EIDM are given in the following equations, where c is a "coolness factor" which

determines the weights placed on the CAH and IDM, e (x) is the Heaviside step function,
and d, is the maximum of a and a1 , the accelerations of the ego vehicle and the leading

vehicle, respectively:
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vfV1
2 -2s- 1, ~ if v1 (v - v1 ) < -2sl

aCAH (S, V, v1,j a,) = v2--vI) 2E(v-vi) otherwise (3.5)

{D aIDM if aIDM aCAH
aEIDM = (1 - c) aIDM c [aCAH + b tanh ( bIDM-GAH otherwise

Equation 3.5 gives the CAH acceleration, which is the maximum acceleration which

leads to no collisions under the assumptions that the leading vehicle's acceleration does

not change over the near future and that drivers are able to react without delay. The

acceleration given by the EIDM is provided in Equation 3.6. It first determines whether

the IDM or the CAH gives a higher value for acceleration under the current conditions. If

the IDM acceleration is greater than or equal to the CAH acceleration, the EIDM vehicles

uses the IDM acceleration as it is assured of being crash-free under all circumstances. If the

IDM acceleration is less than the CAH acceleration, but the CAH acceleration is comfortable

(greater than -b, the maximum desired decele'ration), the vehicle undergoes mild braking

assuming a mildly critical situation. If both the IDM and CAH accelerations are extreme

(less than -b), the vehicle is in a critical situation and cannot exceed either acceleration

provided.

The EIDM was designed for use in semi-autonomous vehicles and has already been

implemented in test vehicles [9], making it an appropriate model to use when simulating

automated urban driving. Vehicles equipped with the EIDM have been shown to result in

increased lane capacity with increased penetration rates during simulations run on multi-

lane highways. Additionally, it has proven to hold string stability, and to behave well at all

velocity ranges [9]. This is critical for ACC systems which are used in urban environments,
such as in these experiments, where speeds may vary widely.

The semi-automated vehicles in the simulation also differ from manual vehicles in some

parameters of the microscopic simulator. When a parameter exists in both the Gipps car

following model and the EIDM, we choose to use the mean value for manually driven vehicles,

obtained via calibration [30], as the value for all autonomous vehicles. The autonomous

vehicles have no variation in these parameters, which means that each individual vehicle

behaves the same. For parameters unique to the EIDM, we use the values suggested in the

original paper [9]. Additionally, Aimsun introduces several reaction time parameters, for

which we use the default values for non-autonomous vehicles, and a value of 0.1 seconds for
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Parameter Mean Deviation Min Max Value
(HV) (HV) (HV) (HV) (AV)

Desired Speed (km/hr) 110 10 80 150 110
Speed Acceptance 1.1 0.1 0.9 1.3 1.1
Minimum Gap (m) 1 0.3 0.5 1.5 1
Reaction Time (s) 0.8 0 0.8 0.8 0.1

Reaction Time at Stop (s) 1.2 0 1.2 1.2 0.1
Reaction Time at Traffic Signal (s) 1.6 0 1.6 1.6 0.1

Max Acceleration (m/s 2 ) 3 0.1 2.6 3.4 3
Max Deceleration (m/s 2 ) 6 0.5 5 7 6

Table 3.1: The values used for parameters common to human-driven vehicles (HV) and semi-
autonomous vehicles (AV) in simulation. Parameters for non-autonomous vehicles have a
standard deviation, minimum, and maximum, while the parameters are identical across
autonomous vehicles.

the semi-autonomous vehicles. Table 3.1 details the values of the parameters used for each

type of vehicle.

To demonstrate the differences between the two types of vehicles, an analytical experi-

ment is shown in Figure 3.1 comparing the response of following vehicles of each class to a

leader vehicle which undergoes a series of accelerations and decelerations. The leader, which

starts 50 meters ahead of the following vehicle, has its speed profile plotted in the solid line.

The speed of a following autonomous vehicle using the EIDM car-following model with pa-

rameters as described above is plotted in the dotted line. The speed of a following manually

driven vehicle using the Gipps car-following model with parameters taking the mean of the

distribution described above is plotted in the dashed line.

Looking at this figure gives a sense of how the two classes of vehicle react to different

circumstances. The EIDM vehicle reacts more quickly to urgent situations, such as the sharp

braking near 60 seconds. It both initiates deceleration sooner than the Gipps vehicle and

slows down to match the leader's speed more quickly. It also features smoother accelerations

when compared to the sharp changes in speed that the Gipps vehicle experiences, for example

around 15 seconds.

3.3 Experimental Design

Using these behavioral models for the different classes of vehicles simulated, simulation exper-

iments were developed with the aim of understanding the effects that increased autonomous
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Figure 3.1: The response of an autonomous vehicle using
the Gipps car-following model to a leader.
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EIDM and a manual vehicle using

vehicle penetration rate has on traffic dynamics in cities. This knowledge will help us to

create an analytical model which incorporates the flow of autonomous vehicles in an urban

network and can be used to find the optimal signal plans in mixed traffic scenarios.

The experiments involve a simple network which isolates a single signalized intersection.

In the simulation environment, we created a single-lane road 300 meters long with a traffic

light 120 meters from the entrance of the roadway, and a speed limit of 50 kilometers per

hour. The traffic signal had a green phase between 10 and 60 seconds out of a 60 second

cycle time. The remainder of the cycle time not allocated to the green phase is a red phase.

When the green phase is 60 seconds long, the traffic light remains green at all times. Thus,

the results at this green phase can be easily compared to a highway environment.

The autonomous vehicle penetration was varied between 0 and 100% in intervals of 10%.

For each combination of penetration rate and green phase length, 30 simulation replications

were run to gather a statistically valid sample, due to the stochastic nature of the traffic

simulator we use. In each replication, the simulated throughput, measured by the number of

vehicles which complete travel through the network, and the average travel time of vehicles

in the network are recorded.

I
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3.4 Results

In these experiments, we were mostly interested in investigating two aspects of the impact

that automated driving may have on urban traffic. First, we analyzed the network capacity

by analyzing how many vehicles were able to complete travel through the network per hour,
given the limitations imposed by the traffic signal and resulting congestion. Experiments

in highway scenarios have shown that increased autonomous vehicle penetration leads to

increased network capacity, and so this will show whether, these results can extend to urban

settings as well.

We also examined the impact that autonomous vehicles have on average travel time

within the network. Largely because of autonomous vehicles' reduced reaction time, in-

troducing them into the urban network should allow traffic to disperse more quickly at a

signalized intersection, leading to reduced travel time at the traffic signal. Examining how

this travel time reduction varies may provide interesting insights into urban automated driv-

ing.

3.4.1 Network Capacity

To investigate network capacity, the demand rate was set to a very high rate, 5000 vehicles

per hour, to observe the number of vehicles which could traverse the network in this scenario.

Due to the structure of this simple network, with only a single source and a single sink and

finite length, throughput increases monotonically as demand rate increases until reaching a

maximum, which is the network capacity. Adding additional vehicles beyond 5000 per hour

does not increase throughput, and so these experiments reveal how network capacity changes

as the autonomous penetration rate changes.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the impact on increased penetration rate of autonomous vehi-

cles on the maximum throughput achieved by the network under various green phase lengths.

Each curve shows a set of experiments run with the traffic signal set to a specific green phase

length from 10 to 60 seconds, in increments of 5 seconds. In Figure 3.2, the autonomous

vehicle penetration rate is on the x axis, while the y axis shows the maximum throughput

achieved in terms of vehicles per hour. In Figure 3.3, the same curves are plotted with the

y axis representing the percentage increase in maximum throughput from a baseline of 0%

autonomous vehicle penetration.
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Figure 3.2: The maximum throughput achieved on a one-lane network with a single signalized
intersection for different green phases and autonomous vehicle penetration rates.

From these curves, we can see that the maximum throughput achieved in the network

increases monotonically as penetration rate of autonomous vehicles increases. This holds

at all green phase lengths that were simulated. This means that as the penetration rate of

autonomous vehicles flowing through an intersection increases, the maximum throughput of

the intersection increases. Looking at the increase as a percentage, we can see in Figure 3.3

that the percentage increase is largest when the traffic signal has a short green phase. At

100% penetration rate of autonomous vehicles and a 10 second green phase, the maximum

throughput achieved is a 60% increase over the maximum throughput achieved at 0% pen-

etration rate. At larger green phases, the effect is less; there is a 27.8% increase with a 30
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Figure 3.3: The maximum throughput achieved on a one-lane network with a single signalized
intersection as a percentage of the baseline with no autonomous vehicles.
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second green phase and a 22.9% increase with a 60 second green phase. The increase in

intersection maximum throughput is much larger, as a percentage, with short green phases.

3.4.2 Travel Time Reduction

We also look at the impact that autonomous vehicle penetration has on the average travel

time experienced by vehicles in the network. For these experiments, we used simulations

featuring 15, 20, 25, and 30 second green phases. In each scenario, we varied the demand

rate to cover cases with low traffic, moderate traffic, and heavy traffic, ranging between 300

and 1800 vehicles per hour. Figure 3.4 shows the results of these experiments displayed

in four plots, each showing the results for a different green phase length. Each plot shows

demand rate on the x axis and average travel time on the y axis. The curves represent the

average travel time for autonomous vehicle penetration rates of 0%, 5%, 20%, 50%, and

100% as a function of the demand rate in the network.

Figure 3.4a displays the results of the experiments that consider a 15 second green phase.

The demand rate in this plot varies between 300 and 1200 vehicles per hour, and each curve

shows how average travel time varies as a result of changing demand rates for a particular

level of autonomous vehicle penetration. The line represents the mean of 30 simulations,
and the error bars show one standard deviation above and below the mean.

As demand rate increases, the average travel time also increases. At low demand rates,
the traffic is in freeflow or near-freeflow conditions, with low travel times that do not increase

with demand rate. In these conditions, more vehicles can be added to the network without

causing additional travel time to the existing vehicles. At high demand rates, the traffic is

nearly completely congested with high travel times that also do not change as demand rate

is increased. At both of these extremes, there is little variance in the average travel time

observed.

In between these two, moderate demand rates produce behavior much different than

freeflow or fully congested conditions. Average travel time increases sharply with any increase

in demand rate, and the variance is much higher than at low or high demand rates, indicating

that individual simulations of the network produced widely varying results. By analyzing

the differences between the curves representing different penetration rates, we observe that

increasing the autonomous vehicle penetration rate appears to push the travel time curve

to the right. Freeflow conditions are sustained at higher demand rates, and it requires a
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higher demand rate to fully congest the network. This leads to large differences in average

travel time observed at moderate demand rates, where networks with low penetration rates

of autonomous vehicles may approach congestion while networks with high penetration rates

remain near freeflow. For example, with a 15 second green phase and a demand rate of

600 vehicles per hour, the average travel time with no autonomous vehicles is 4.68 minutes,
while with 100% autonomous vehicles it is only 0.94 minutes, an 80% reduction in travel

time. With only a 20% penetration rate, the average travel time is 2.24 minutes, a 53%

reduction in travel time. In scenarios featuring longer green phases, the curves are shifted to

the right and the maximum travel time is reduced due to the longer green phase. As green

phase length increases, more vehicles are able to pass through the signalized intersection

during each cycle. This means that congestion levels are reduced at all levels of demand

rate.

At high demand rates and at longer green phases, such as in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d,
it appears that increasing the penetration rate of autonomous vehicles actually increases

the average travel time, that is that adding autonomous vehicles slows down the traffic.

However, this result is likely due to the nature of the simulator and the finite length of the

roads in the network. In the simulator, if a vehicle tries to enter a full roadway which does

not have space for the entering vehicle, it waits outside the network in a virtual queue until

space becomes available. Because of the faster reaction times of autonomous vehicles, the

vehicles are more quickly able to create space in the network after the signal enters its green

phase. With long green phases, this allows vehicles to enter the network from the virtual

queue before the signal turns green again. Since travel time is recorded based on when the

vehicle enters the physical network rather than the virtual queue, this results in an apparent

higher travel time for high demand rates at long green phases. In larger networks where

fewer vehicles are waiting in these virtual queues, this result is unlikely to hold.

These results illustrate the potential impact of switching vehicles on the network from

manual to autonomous. This is potentially relevant as autonomous vehicles start seeing

adoption and drivers replace their current manual vehicles with autonomous ones. It is

of interest to understand how the traffic dynamics of cities will change in response to this

switch. Using these curves, we can observe the change in travel time gained by switching

some vehicles on the road to autonomous vehicles.

In this scenario, we can see that this switching will have the largest impact in roadways

which feature moderate congestion due to demand rates in the middle of the range observed.

At low demand rates, switching has little impact, and at high demand rates, the impact of
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switching depends on the green phase lengths used. At a moderate demand rate, however,
switching can potentially have enormous impacts, such as the 80% reduction in travel time
observed before, or even a 53% reduction by switching one in five manually-driven cars

to autonomous ones. It could thus be beneficial for cities to explore ways to focus the

introduction of autonomous vehicles on roadways in this regime.

3.5 Conclusion

The simulation results presented in this chapter expand upon previous research in the field

which focused on the traffic dynamics of mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic on

highways. Using microscopic traffic simulation to model manually driven and autonomous

vehicles with different car-following models and behavioral parameters, changes in traffic dy-
namics were observed in a small-scale urban environment featuring a signalized intersection.

These results indicate that as autonomous vehicle penetration increases, network capacity

increases and average travel time for vehicles in the network decreases. These positive im-

pacts are similar to those found by existing literature on highway scenarios. In the next

chapter, these results are used to develop an analytical model of traffic flow in an urban

network featuring both manual and autonomous vehicles.
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Chapter 4

Analytical Formulation

4.1 Introduction

The microscopic traffic simulation experiments in Chapter 3 provide a basis for the under-

standing of mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic in urban environments, which

we can use to begin to understand the problem of traffic management in these environments.

However, when analyzing the traffic dynamics of large-scale city networks, microscopic traf-

fic simulation can quickly become computationally intensive due to the number of vehicles

involved. In order to begin to approach large-scale urban transportation problems involving

mixed traffic with both autonomous and manually driven vehicles, it will be helpful to de-

velop analytical models of the network which accurately approximate the impacts observed

via simulation.

This formulation provides a key step towards simulation-based optimization involving

mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic in the future, where the queueing network

model can be used to quickly approximate objective function values much more quickly than

computationally intensive simulation runs. Similar queueing network models have been used

in simulation-based optimization frameworks previously [33,34]. Large-scale optimization

problems, such as urban transportation problems, are often difficult to solve via simulation

because they are prohibitively computationally intensive. These simulation-based optimiza-

tion frameworks combine information obtained from a tractable analytical model with that

obtained from the simulator in order to reduce the time needed to obtain solutions. In

order to solve these transportation problems in scenarios involving fixed autonomous and

non-autonomous traffic, a new analytical model formulation is needed due to the changes in

traffic patterns we observe.

In this chapter, we extend a previously formulated analytical network queueing model

to model mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic in an urban traffic network. First,
the existing formulation for only non-autonomous traffic is discussed. Then, we present

modifications to that formulation which model the impact of autonomous vehicles as observed
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in the simulation results in Chapter 3. Finally, the extended analytical model is compared

to simulation results in the simple network discussed previously, and in the large-scale urban

network of Lausanne.

4.2 Queueing Network Model

We first define a system of equations for an analytical queueing network model, which we can

use to find an analytical approximation of performance in a traffic network, before extending

this model to apply to mixed traffic including autonomous vehicles. This queueing network

model was proposed by Osorio and Bierlaire [35]. It differs from other traffic queueing models

by approximating congestion via the use of blocking probabilities and interactions between

queues within a network.

The network queueing model represents each lane of each road in the network as a queue,
with intersections as servers which process vehicles from incoming queues. After completing

service, a vehicle may enter a downstream queue so long as it is not blocked. The model

uses the following notation, where the index i refers to a given queue:

Pf:

ki:
Nj:

P (Ni = ki):
.E+:

external arrival rate to the queue;
total arrival rate to the queue;
service rate of the queue's server;
unblocking rate of the server;
effective service rate (accounts for both service and eventual
blocking);
probability of being blocked at queue i;
transition probability from queue i to queue j;
upper bound of the queue length;
total number of vehicles in queue i
probability of queue i being full (blocking probability)
set of downstream queues of queue i.

The system of equations is given by:

ZjpjiAj (1 - P (N = k7))
Ai 7i + (1 - P (Ni = ki))

1 (1 - P (N = k.))
i i -+(1 - P (Ni = ki)) flj

(4.1)

(4.2)
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S= P (4.3)

P = pi P = kj) (4.4)

1 - pi

A = -(4.6)pi

For a full description of the queueing model formulation, refer to the original paper. All

variables are endogenous, with the exception of -yi, pij, and ki, which are exogenous. These

equations capture probabilities of blocking and spillbacks, which allow queues which become

congested to create congestion in upstream queues.

Equations 4.1 through 4.4 define the between-queue interactions in the network. Equa-

tion 4.1 describes the total arrival rate in each queue as the sum of the external arrival rate

into that queue from outside the network and the arrival rates from upstream queues. If

the queue is full (N = k2), the queue cannot receive vehicles from these other queues due to

blocking. Equation 4.2 gives the unblocking rate ji at which spillbacks in queue i dissipate.

Equation 4.3 defines the effective service rate Aj at each queue, which accounts for service

during states where the queue is not block and unblocking during states where it is. This

expression is a function the exogenous variable pi, the service rate at a queue. The pi for

each queue in the network are determined as a function of the saturation flow of that queue,
which is the rate at which vehicles could leave the queue if it were unblocked and if any

traffic signals were constantly in green phase. At a signalized intersection, this saturation

flow is then multiplied by the sum of the green phase lengths corresponding to that queue

divided by the total cycle time of the signal. Precisely, the pi for queues which are served

by signalized intersections are determined by the following equation:

g~ S1 P (4.7)
C

pPiz(i)
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Here, s is the saturation flow, Pc (i) is the set of intersection phases which permit

movement of vehicles in queue i, gp is the duration of one of these phases, and c is the total

cycle time of the intersection.

Equation 4.4 defines the probability of service being blocked on a queue by multiply-

ing the turning probabilities from the upstream queue to each downstream queue by the

probability of that downstream queue being full.

Equations 4.5 and 4.6 give expressions for the blocking probabilities of each queue.

Equation 4.5 defines the probability that a queue is full, using an expression derived from

finite capacity queueing theory [36]. Equation 4.6 defines the traffic intensity of each queue

as the ratio of the total arrival rate and the effective service rate.

4.3 Formulation with Mixed Autonomous Traffic

With the results obtained from our simulation of an isolated intersection, we can understand

how the impact of autonomous vehicles in urban traffic and incorporate these impacts into

our analytical network queueing model.

To enhance the existing network queueing model to more accurately reflect traffic dy-

namics in the presence of autonomous vehicles, we introduce a variable, aj, which indicates

the expected penetration rate of autonomous vehicles in queue i (0 < ai < 1, Vi). This

is an exogenous parameter, which requires some assumptions. First, we assume that the

distribution of autonomous vehicle penetration on each queue within the network is known

beforehand. In the simulation environment, this is easy to achieve. In practice, this may be

estimated using sensors or other detection technologies. Second, we assume that the vector

a of all penetration rates does not change as other parameters change, including the green

phases selected for the intersections.

Because we observed from the simulation results that the maximum throughput of

an intersection increases as the ao of the incoming lanes increases, we choose to alter the

previously described queueing model by modeling the service rates of each queue as a function

of the penetration rate of autonomous vehicles in that queue. Previously, the service rates of

the queues were given by the capacity of the underlying lanes. For signalized intersections,
the capacity of a lane is the product of its saturation flow and the proportion of green time

allocated to that lane per cycle, as provided in Equation 4.7. Based on our results, which
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show that the saturation flow of a lane increases roughly linearly as the penetration rate of

autonomous vehicles on that lane increases, we formulate the following expression for the

effective saturation flow of each queue:

effs. = sai + so (1 - ai) (4.8)

Here, so is the variable previously defined as s, the saturation flow with 0% autonomous

vehicles, and s, is the saturation flow with 100% autonomous vehicles. Equation 4.8 provides

s! , the effective saturation flow of queue i as a function of ai, the penetration rate of

autonomous vehicles on that queue. This value is a linear interpolation of the saturation

flow with no autonomous vehicles and the saturation flow with only autonomous vehicles.

Through our simulation results, we estimated so to be 2100 vehicles per hour and si to be

2800 vehicles per hour, so these values were used in the new formulation.

By taking Equation 4.7 and replacing the saturation flow s with this new penetration

rate dependent effective saturation flow s9, the service rate of each queue is adjusted by the

penetration rate of autonomous vehicles on each queue as follows:

pi = (4.9)
PEPc(i)

These updated pi are used in the queueing network model described in equations 4.1

through 4.6 to formulate the model with mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic.

4.4 Network Model Evaluation

To evaluate how closely this extended analytical network queueing model approximates

trends observed in simulation, we compare the average travel times estimated by solving

this analytical model to the average travel times observed via microscopic traffic simulation.

We first compare these results in the single-lane network with a single traffic signal which

was used in Chapter 3. Then, we use the Lausanne city network model to compare the

performance in a large-scale urban network.

We compared the average travel time obtained in microscopic traffic simulation over the

simple network described previously with the estimate of expected travel time obtained via
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the analytical network queueing model. The average travel time for the simulated network

was obtained as described previously. The expected travel time estimated by the analytical

queueing model was obtained using Little's law [37], L = AW, where L is the expected

number of vehicles in the system, A is the arrival rate of vehicles into the system, and W is

the expected time that vehicles spend in the system. Little's law shows that the expected

time that vehicles spend in the system is the ratio of the expected number of vehicles in the

system to the arrival rate of vehicles into the system. The expected time that vehicles spend

in the system, an approximate of the travel time, can therefore be found by this equation

provided by Osorio and Chong [33]:

j~ E [Nil (4.10)
7i (1 - P (Ni = ks))

The numerator of Equation 4.10 sums the expected number of vehicles present in each

queue i, while the denominator represents the effective arrival rate into the network. To find

E [Ni], the expected number of vehicles in queue i, we use the following equation derived by

Osorio and Chong [33]:

1 _ (ki + 1) pk
E[Ni]=pi -+ 1  (4.11)

1- Pi 1 - Pi1

4.4.1 Single-Lane Network

Using the network described in Chapter 3 and the supply and demand scenarios analyzed in

Section 3.4.2, the queueing network model was used to find the expected travel time. For each

combination of demand rate, autonomous vehicle penetration rate, and green phase length,
Equations 4.1 through 4.6 were solved with service rates defined as described by Equation 4.9.

Then, expected travel time was found by evaluating Equation 4.10. The results are presented

in Figure 4.1 and compared to the analogous simulation results previously presented. The

simulation plots, Figures 4.1a, 4.1c, 4.1e, and 4.1g, are the same as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figures 4.1b, 4.1d, 4.1f and 4.1h show the expected travel times estimated by the analytical

queueing network model:

Each point on the plots showing results of the network queueing model show expected

travel time of vehicles in the network for a given demand rate, autonomous vehicle penetra-

tion rate, and green phase. Each point on the plots showing simulation results represents the
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Figure 4.1: Average travel times obtained for different combinations of AV penetration rate,
green phase, and demand rate via microscopic traffic simulation (a, c, e, g) and via solving
the updated queueing network model (b, d, f, h).
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observed average travel time of vehicles in the network for the same scenario, with error bars

showing plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean, obtained via 30 simulation

replications. Each curve displays the results for a particular penetration rate of autonomous

vehicles in the network (0%, 20%, 50%, or 100%), and each subplot represents a different

green phase used for the signalized intersection in the network.

By comparing the simulation results to those provided by evaluation of the queueing

model for the same green phase length, we can observe how closely the analytical model

approximates simulation results. By and large, we observe the same trends described in

Section 3.4.2 in the results of the queueing model. At low demand rates, expected travel

times are low and do not vary as autonomous vehicle penetration changes. At moderate

demand rates, there are large differences in expected travel times for different penetration

rates, where large penetration rates are able to achieve significant savings in travel time.

At high demand rates, the results are somewhat different between the simulation and an-

alytical model results, as the analytical model results show small reductions in travel time

as autonomous vehicle penetration rate increases while the simulated results show savings

only with a 15 second green phase length, and minor travel time increases at higher green

phase lengths. However, as described previously, these increases can be attributed to virtual

queues in the simulator, so this inconsistency between the simulator and the queueing model

does not warrant concern. In addition to the general trends captured by the queueing model,
the magnitude of travel times are also similar between the two sets of results, especially at

moderate and high demand rates. At low demand rates, much of the travel time in the

simulator consists of the time a vehicle spends traversing the length of the road, with no

delay component. Because the queueing model does not incorporate free flow travel time

into its estimate of travel time, this disparity is unsurprising.

These figures show that the updated queueing model is able to capture a great deal of

the characteristics of travel time as they vary with autonomous vehicle penetration, green

phase length, and demand rate. For both the simulation results and the analytical results

from the updated queueing model, we observe the same S-shaped curve present at any given

level of penetration rate and green phase. Additionally, we see that curves with increasing

penetration rate generally fall below those curves with higher penetration rate, indicating

travel time savings as more autonomous vehicles are added to the network. This holds true

for both the simulation results and the queueing model solutions.
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4.4.2 Lausanne City Network

Additionally, we compare the performance of the analytical queueing model compared to

simulation in a network based on an existing city network in Lausanne, Switzerland. This

network was used in previous research with the existing queueing model [33,38], and relatively

accurate estimates of simulated travel times were obtained. The network contains 603 roads

and 231 intersections, and the queueing model representation consists of 902 queues. For

more details regarding the network, refer to Dumont and Bert [39].

We determined a highly varying spatial distribution of autonomous vehicles by allocating

autonomous vehicles only to the origins and destinations which experience the most travel

time savings from increased autonomous vehicle penetration. To select these origins and

destinations, the network was simulated 50 times with all origin-destination pairs having

equal penetration rate of autonomous vehicles, with penetration rates ranging from 0% to

100% in increments of 5%. By finding the number of vehicles that travel between each origin

and destination and the average duration of those trips at each level of penetration, we were

able to find the largest travel time savings across origins and destinations using the following

formulas:

Si = - t - o) Vi E 0 (4.12)ziza j jnija

Si=- E E ni. (tija - tio Vj EDV (4.13)
iE(9 a Zj Zj nija

Equation 4.12 describes Si, the total percentage savings of travel time for traffic orig-

inating from origin i. nij, is the average number of vehicles which travel from origin i to

destination j with an autonomous penetration rate a, as observed in the simulations. tigj is

the average travel time for vehicles that complete travel between origin i and destination j

at penetration rate a, and tijo is this travel time in the case where a = 0 and no autonomous

vehicles are present. Si is the sum for a given origin, across all destinations in the set of

destinations D and all penetration rates simulated, of the product of the proportion of all

vehicles in the network which traveled from origin i to destination j and the reduction in

average travel time compared to the baseline travel time with no autonomous vehicles in the

network. Equation 4.13 describes Sj, which is a similar sum, but for a given destination and

across all origins in the set of origins 0.
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The quantities Si and S are used as scores to evaluate which origins and destinations
experience the largest reduction in travel times as autonomous vehicles are added to the
network. If the average travel time for trips involving a given origin decreases as penetration
rate increases, its score will be higher. This score increase will be highest for those origins and
destinations which feature a large number of trips relative to the number of vehicles traveling

in the network. After finding these scores for each origin and destination using the results of
the simulation runs, all origins with Si > 50 and all destinations with Sj > 50 were chosen

to feature autonomous vehicles. Five origins and eight destinations were chosen this way.

Autonomous vehicles were allocated to all origin-destination pairs involving one of these five

origins and/or one of these eight destinations, resulting in a total of 619 origin-destination

pairs which included autonomous vehicles.

Once these origins and destinations were chosen, the origin-destination matrix at a given

penetration rate aglobal was created by setting the fraction of autonomous vehicles for all trips

originating at one of the chosen origins and/or terminating at one of the given destinations

equal to agloba, while for all other origin-destination pairs the fraction of autonomous vehicles

was zero. This creates a highly non-uniform distribution of autonomous vehicles across the

links of the network, and also means that the true global penetration rate of autonomous

vehicles on the network is less than aglobal. When agobal = 1, 44% of trips are taken by

autonomous vehicles. This uneven distribution makes the understanding of the impact of

autonomous vehicles more important, as the saturation flows of each link will vary depending

on the penetration rate on that link. Once the origin-destination matrix was established,
50 simulation replications were run with aglobal at every increment of 0.05 between 0 and

1 to estimate the ac on each lane of the network, which were used to create the extended

queueing network model.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show how the analytical model compares to the simulation results

for the Lausanne city network with autonomous vehicles allocated as described above. On

the x-axis is the global penetration rate, meaning the percentage of trips at the selected

origin-destination pairs which are autonomous vehicles. The y-axis in Figure 4.2 displays

the average travel time in minutes, while in Figure 4.3 the y-axis represents the average travel

time at each penetration rate as a percentage of the average travel time with no autonomous

vehicles. The two curves display the results from simulation in blue and from the queueing

model in red. The simulation results include error bars displaying two standard deviations

above and below the mean.

Once again, the analytical queueing model is able to capture the trends of average
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Figure 4.2: The average travel times iin the Lausanne city network found by mnicroscopic traf-
fic simulation (with error bars) and the expected travel tim-es found by solving the analytical
queueing model (squares) at various levels of autonomous vehicle penetration.

travel timne as penetration rate changes. For both the simulation results and the analytical

results, the average travel time is nearly mionotonically decreasing as the penetration rate of

autonomous vehicles increases. However, the queueing model significanitly and systemnatically

underestimates the value of the travel times, by roughly 1.5 to 2 minutes. Meanwhile, Figure

4.3 shows that the queueing model uniderestimates the relative reduction in average travel

times relative to the baseline of no autonomous vehicles. Although the direction of the

trends are the sam-e, the simuitlation results display significantly larger travel time savings as

autonomious vehicle penetration increases.

These inaccuracies are somewhat expected due to the large, complex nature of the

Lausanne city network. With the large number of queues in the network, network effects

mi-ay be present that are difficult to mnodel with anl analytical queueing formnulation. However,

capturing network-wide trends with a formulation which is based on the resuilts of a single-

intersection simulation experiment is a promnising result that indicates that autonomous

vehicles' impacts oin traffic dynamics may be approximated by analytical methods rather

than simulation.
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Figure 4.3: The same travel times as in Figure 4.2 plotted as a percentage of the baseline
with no autonomous vehicles.

4.5 Conclusion

By extending an analytical network queueing model to incorporate the impacts of au-

tonomous vehicles in urban traffic, we formulate a tractable and scalable model which accu-

rately approximates the behavior of mixed autonomous and non-autonomous traffic in urban

environments. This model is an extension of an existing formulation of an analytical queue-

ing network model for urban traffic which incorporates the impact of autonomous vehicles

by adjusting the service rates of the queues. An increase in autonomous vehicle penetration

rate results in an increased service rate, consistent with the simulation results presented in

Chapter 3.

As opposed to microscopic simulation models, which are detailed yet computationally

intensive, the analytical model detailed in this chapter provides an opportunity to quickly

obtain approximations of traffic behavior in large-scale urban networks. In the future, this

capability could be used to support research to solve large-scale transportation planning

and traffic management problems. Specifically, this analytical model can be incorporated

into ail existing framework for simulation-based optimization which combines information

from a simulator with estimates obtained by solving the analytical queueing model. In this

way, this research provides an initial step towards an optimization framework which can be

used to determine how traffic management strategies should respond to the introduction of

autonomous vehicles into urban traffic.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Discussion

We present the results of several simulation experiments which provide insight into the im-

pacts that the introduction of automated or semi-automated vehicles may have on traffic

networks. The existing research in this area has mostly focused on the simulation of these

vehicles have in highway scenarios. We extend the existing research on this subject by simu-

lating mixed autonomous and human traffic in urban scenarios to establish an understanding

of the impacts specific to cities, and formulating a novel analytical network queueing model

which can be used to quickly evaluate metrics of traffic performance in large-scale urban net-

works. These approaches provide preliminary understanding of how traffic patterns change

due to increased autonomous vehicle penetration and initial steps towards the development

of new traffic management strategies which respond to these changes.

In Chapter 2, we review the literature on behavioral models which have been used to rep-

resent autonomous vehicles in microscopic traffic simulation. Lots of literature featured sim-

ulations of highway scenarios using adaptive cruise control and cooperative adaptive cruise

control models to represent autonomous vehicles in mixed autonomous and non-autonomous

traffic. These simulation experiments largely indicate positive impacts as the autonomous ve-

hicle penetration rate increases. These positive impacts include increased capacity, increased

traffic stability, and faster recovery from traffic breakdowns.

In Chapter 3, we select different behavioral models to represent semi-automated and

human-driven vehicles in urban traffic. The Enhanced Intelligent Driver Model (EIDM) was

selected for autonomous vehicles based on its ability to provide realistic results at all speeds

and its adoption in test semi-automated vehicles in the real world. The Gipps model was

selected for manual vehicles based on field studies which demonstrate a good approximation

of actual traffic flow.

We used microscopic traffic simulation to observe how this mixed traffic behaves on a
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single-lane network with a signalized intersection at varying green phases, demand rates,
and autonomous vehicle penetration rates. The results indicate that increasing autonomous

penetration has similar impacts in urban scenarios as the existing literature indicates it does

in highway scenarios. As the AV penetration rate was increased on this simple network, the

capacity of the roadway increased as well, meaning that more vehicles could pass through the

intersection during the same duration of green phase. Additionally, the average travel time

experienced by vehicles in the network was reduced as autonomous penetration increased.

In conditions of moderate congestion, this reduction was significant.

These findings are generally in agreement with the literature on the simulation of

ACC and CACC equipped vehicles on highways, which find that autonomous and semi-

autonomous vehicles have the potential to increase capacity and average speed in these

scenarios. Our research shows promise that these benefits will not be limited to highways,
but will apply to urban roads as well. However, the specific selection of behavioral models

used may have a large impact on the specific impacts observed. Choosing different behavioral

models and parameters may yield different impacts on traffic flow.

In Chapter 4, we present an analytical queueing network model which extends an exist-

ing model to approximate the effects of autonomous vehicles. The existing model incorpo-

rates the impacts of spillbacks and blocking on upstream and downstream queues within the

network. Based on the simulation results presented in Chapter 3, we introduce an exogenous

variable representing the autonomous vehicle penetration on each queue in the network and

redefine the service rates of queues in the network to increase as this autonomous vehicle

penetration rate increase. Using Little's law, we evaluate the expected travel time experi-

enced by vehicles in two networks and compare them to simulation results. Results on the

single-lane network defined in Chapter 3 show similar patterns of travel time resulting from

different combinations of autonomous vehicle penetration rate, demand rate, and green phase

length. Results on the large-scale Lausanne city network show similar decreasing trends in

travel time as autonomous vehicle penetration rate increases, which are captured in both

simulation and the analytical formulation.

5.2 Future Work

This research, which extends autonomous vehicle simulation research to the field of urban

traffic, presents many opportunities for further investigation. The chief result of this re-

search which will be expanded upon in the future is the formulation of an analytical queueing
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network model which approximates the behavior of mixed autonomous and human-driven

traffic in large-scale urban scenarios. This model presents an opportunity in the future for

large-scale optimization of transportation problems in the context of mixed autonomous

traffic. This model can be incorporated into existing simulation-based optimization frame-

works which combine information from the analytical model and a simulator to efficiently

solve these optimization problems. In this way, this research works towards the larger goal

of understanding how traffic management strategies in urban environments may change as

autonomous vehicles are introduced into city transportation systems.

In addition to this possibility, the research presented in this thesis contains other open-

ended questions which can be explored to help expand upon the topics it discusses. While

this thesis focuses on the simulation of signalized intersections and an analytical queueing

model based on the impact that autonomous vehicles have on traffic in that context, there

are many more contexts in which the impact of autonomous vehicles remains unexplored.

Investigating these possibilities would be able to provide more answers to the questions of

how urban traffic will respond to an increase in automated driving.

Additionally, it is easy to envision different realities for autonomous vehicles than the

ones which we assumed for most of this research. One intriguing possibility is the potential

for autonomous vehicles to serve as a driverless taxi system. In this case, the introduction

of autonomous vehicles would not simply replace human drivers one-to-one, but instead

one autonomous vehicle could handle several human trips. Another way that autonomous

vehicles could differ from the ones envisioned in this research is by featuring higher levels of

automation, potentially including lane changing functionality. Simulation of highly or fully

automated vehicles could reveal additional impacts on traffic behavior and unlock additional

options in traffic management.

All of these potential avenues of research show that there remains much more unknown

about the impacts of automated driving than known. In order to provide cities with the best

opportunities to appropriately respond to the changes in transportation networks caused

by autonomous vehicles, it is crucial that researchers continue to explore the widespread

implications that automated driving will have on transportation systems. In this way, cities

can be prepared to adapt quickly to a rapidly changing landscape of urban mobility.
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